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Equestrian Sports Center 
Synopsis 
= = ？ ! f l l ^ p i i n n W o f H to 丨  二 t h e project by searching of a public issue from mass media. There was an article in one of the popular newspaper written 
？ utive of Hong Kong Jockey Club suggested build a rider and horse training course in Lantau Island [although he may only want to o c c u p = D i e c = I d in 
Lantau]. It w.ll provide comprehensive training to racing horses and professional riders. Further to this initial idea, someone also suggested th^t H K ^ 
racing course to release the congestion of Happy Valley. 
r i T h ^ g k _ — _ 腕让丨叩 about gambling. However, horse racing is a kind of special sport that an animal is actually working with man 
Looking back into history, horse also was important to human in different aspects. Nowadays many of the functions of horse had already replaced by modern technology it is 
only equestrian sports can remind us that there are friendship between human being and the breast ’ 
In Hong Kong, already has several established horses riding schools. They provided training and racing games to members and public. However, besides members not 
many people are practicing riding in these schools. The reason may be lack of promotion or due to the remote locations of the schools. 
r o ! t i Z f f y f ["iddle of the fourth millennium B.C., but not until 1900 B.C. the earliest representation of ridden horse appear. Eventually the horse become 
man s most important means of transportation and source of power. Although the horse has been largely replaced by motor driven vehicles, w e 』 : r e this spendii 
creature, not simply of his beauty and spirit but also for his continuing role as our partner in some of our most pleasurable activities 
二 i S r S 二 二 二 二 二 二 二 = 二 
racing paper. Racing also impacts the lives of many more people than just those who participle in the horse races 
The Hong Kong Jockey Club, through its extensive charitable affiliations, touches many diverse sectors of society, including the medical field, family and rehabilitation 
organizations, educational and youth services, cultural and environmental organizations, sports and recreational facilities 
Hong Kong now has over 1,100 racing horses, all of that are private owned by the Hong Kong Jockey Club or some sponsoring individuals. Every year has about 300, 
horses are brought. The retired race horses are usually sent to riding schools or to China. They are re-trained there to become a Equestrian Sports horses. 
I new 
Thinking Process: Defining the Subject 
1 • A newspaper articles on the subject that the HKJC willing to have a new training course on the 
Lantau Island. 
2. Instead of training only, someone propose to build a new racing course to release the congestion of 
Happy Valley. 
3. Horseracing is popular in Hong Kong. This activity is composed of 2 characters: 'Gambling' and 
'Man/Horse Relationship'. 
3.1 Gambling: horseracing is the only Government allowed form of gambling. 
3.11 The other forms of gambling are illegal [out of control]. 
3.12 It is representing the decaying side of the society and needed to be reformed. 
3.13 The government organized gambling to release the social pressure. Transforming 'illegal to legal', 
at the same time ‘un-control to control'. 
3.14 The government able to observe. The pressure release from public. 
3.2 There were different activities that horse was related to man: sports, travel, farming, war, race… 
3.3 The relationship declined in modern time. 
3.31 The reason may due to the technology improvement that many functions of horse replaced be 
machinery. 
3.32 Could the relationship be remind through sports activities? 
3.321 Through the sports, improvement of the image of horseracing in Hong Kong. 
3.323 Improvement of man relation to an animal connotes the improvement relation to nature. 
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EQUESTRIAN IN HONG KONG 
Equestrian Sports 
i r l U r 二 丨 f h _ s ’ horse riding 丨s a category of special sport that man is working with an animal. There has different types of comparable sports such as camel riding in 
the middle east the ostrjch nding in Australia. The most popular and most developed is still equestrian sports. It is played worldwide and in different forms All kind o 
equestrian sports cover both horse riding and team driving. In both cases, the abilities tested are the general horsemanship, the n e g o t i a t r c T o b s ^ r a n d 二 : c e . 
These require the general partnership and well communication in-between the horse and the rider. 
Hong Kong Jockey Club 
Horse racing was introduced to Hong Kong in the middle of the last century. The Hong Kong Jockey Club was founded in 1884 to manage and improve the quality of racing 
圓e n t in 1973 authorized the Club to establish off-course branches to help combat illegal bookmaking and to satisfy public demand for betting services 
n Hong Kong racing is a preferred entertainment. Over a million people watching and betting on each race. Betting interest and other tax cover 10% of the total tax revenue 
to the Government. Improvement to the quality of the horses, the chance to see best jockeys in the world, innovative information and broadcasling 
exciting races. 
club is a non-profit making society. Through the charities trust, the club help many charity groups, schools, hospitals, universities, etc. to improve their public facilities 
二 Z t。二=。deve l fOP schools. They not only provided professional training to racing riders. They also have training in other 
equestrian sports. They have the intention to promote riding is not only a racing sport for gambling but also have different forms of activities. By the cooperation with the Hong 
Kong Pony Club and the Hong Kong Horse Society, many people are trained and participated in the competitions organized by the both societies. 
Riding School 
both Private owned or organized by HKJC and Regional Council. They provide facilities and training for members and public. To be a riding 
= 二 Z ^ f f su t，ble facilities such as stables, paddocks, etc. Also has a group of teaching and management staffs for running the school. To attract mo e people to 
nde, a club house facilities also necessary for a rid.ng school. Because after ride, the rider could go to the club horse to have a drink to have some cdersaT^n to the o t L 
and relax. 
Riders 
Most of the riders in Hong Kong are non-professional. 80% are Chinese. Because most of the riders having their 麵 career, they could only practice during their free time 
Therefore they need a convenient location and flexible opening hours so that they are not wasting time in travelling to much. 
Constraints 
sports’ it require large area of riding field and is better close to natural landscape. It is difficult to find a piece of land large enough inside 
urban district. Second, to maintain a horse requires certain amount of resource. The cost is so high that the training course could not generate enough money. T h e r e L 
riding school is necessary to be supported from the others. 
In Hong Kong, there has no specific code controlling buildings of horse living accomodations, however, for the reason that human beings are working inside the buildings 
all the building codes and regulations that ensure the health and safety of human beings must be considered. , 
According to a project manager from Hong Kong Jockey Club, there has not any planning guidelines to architecture development. However, already many established 
facilities in Hong Kong, therefore the basic standards and specific requirements are already available. 
Furthermore, there have international standards books such as AIA standards could be informative to the project. 
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HKJC: 
Beas River Riding School 
Tel: 29661970 
Beas River Training Center 
Beas River Spelling Stables 
(for members only) 
The Beas River Country Club, Sheung 
Shui, NT., H.K. 
Tuen Mun Public Riding School 
Tel: 24613338 Fax: 24618381 
Lot No.45, Lung Mun Road, Tuen 
Mun, N X . H.K. 
Pokfulam Public Riding School Tel: 
25501359 
Lei Yu Mun Public Riding School Tel: 
25689776 
Tai Yuen Riding School 
Tel: 24718492 
Lantau Tea Garden Ltd. 
Tel: 29855161 
Park Lodge Riding School,Tai Wai 
Equestrian in Hong Kong 
Hong Kong Jockey Club [HKJC] 
m m m m 
Tht? H<>_ Km^ lix:ktv;y Club 
H O S T O R Y OF THE HONG KONG JOCKEY CLUB 
Client Profile: 
Horse racing was introduced to Hong Kong in the middle of the last century. The Hong Kong Jockey Club was founded in 1884 to 
manage and improve the quality of racing. The Government in 1973 authorized the Club to establish off-course branches to help 
combat illegal bookmaking and to satisfy public demand for betting services. 
Psychology of HKJC 
'Happiness is indeed our business, we exist to entertain.' 
Works to implement: 
More off-course branch in new districts 
Overseas competitions 
Horseracing is a preferred form of entertainment for Hong Kong people. 
Hong Kong Horse Society 
Hong Kong Riding Union 
Tel: 24886886 
Hong Kong Pony Club 
Tel: 29661975 
"International Federation of Horseracing Authorities", Oct. 1997 
2 main long term aims: 
To maintain and develop interest and support for horse racing among racing fans 
To enhance the image and broaden the appeal of horse racing as a preferred and multifaceted form of entertainment. 
The Hong Kong Racing Museum 




Social Factors for the popularity of Horse Racing 
Hong Kong, only a small isolated colony provides only limited exciting activities. Horseracing is an exciting outdoor gambling 
entertainment, is just what people want. 
Government policy to increase pressure on other types of gambling enables horse racing to a monoploy legal gambling 
Horse racing conducted by Hong Kong Jockey Club contributes greatly on the general welfare of the public. The community as a 
whole benefits greatly from horse racing, consequently, it receives support from Government and public. 
Through the race season, racing news and forcasts occupy a great deal of space in nearly every newspapers and can be heard on 
radio and television, the contributes greatly to the promotion of the sport. 
Result: 
Horse racing is a means to peace the people from disagreement to the government - > society more stable. 
Management and Organization 
The Club is directed by 12 Stewards who provide their services free. The day-to-day management of the Club is in the hands of 
pr二fessio? executives headed by a Chief Executive. There are about 4,700 full-time and 14,700 part-time staff, the majority of the 
latter working at on- and off-course betting branches on racedays. Others work in the catering outlets and kitchens of the two race 
courses. 
， H o n g Kong Jockey Club Charities Trust was formed in 1993’ taking over the responsibility of The Hong Kong Jockey Club 
(Charities) Ltd^ which was formed in 1959. It administers all surplus money from income left over after operational, administration 
research and development, reinvestment and tax costs have been accounted for. Trust funds are provided in four main areas. ’ 
namely: Medical and Health, Community Services, Education and Training, and Sports, Recreation and Culture. , 





n I P S 霧 m 
圓 
As Hong Kong has never bred its own horses, the race horses were bought from different places aboard. At the beginning the 
racehorses were mixed varieties, ranging from Arabs and small ponies. They raced in its own class. In 1880 China pony was 
intriduce^nd racing in Hong Kong had became a Chinese ponymonopoly. Finally, World War II and the Co隱unist take-over China 
secured Hong Kong track to Australians exclusively. The horses imported after World War II were called Australia, 'station-bred', 
meaning bred not on stud farms but on cattle stations. 
Now Hong Kong has over 1,100 horses, some 280 to 300 new horses are brought each year. Retired 
riding schools, through these years increase number sent to China. 
horse are usually sent to 
Early morning trackwork takes place daily at the Sha Tin Racecourse, where full use can be made of the equine swimming pool and 
aqua-tred machine. Trackwork starts each day at dawn to avoid heat, and most of the day's work finish before lunch 
More than half of the annual intake horses are griffins. Most are bought to Hong Kong as yearlings, and broken and schooled in their 
country of origin. Some are bought as two. 
Retired horses are re-schooled for Club-sponsored riding schools, or the Beas River Country Club, though increasing numbers are 
being sent to China. Horses were first presented to the Chinese Equestrian Association in 1986 and again 1991 to foster interest in 
，spo r t In 1994 15 horses were sent to Inner Mongolia, and in 1996 and 1997,56 were sent to Shanghai. In 1998,18 horses were 
delivered to Inner Mongolia & 18 horses were sent to Beijing. Most of these horses are geldings and so cannot be used for breeding, 
though the occasional stallion or mare have been sent as well. 
Horse care 
c 
Seven veterinary surgeons monitor and look after all the horses in Hong Kong. A modem, well-equipped equine hospital and clinical 
laboratory are located next to the stables at Sha Tin Racecourse. 
_ 
At first the owners usually rode their own mounts. For the non-riding owners, there was a valuable pool from which they could draw i 
junior officers of the regiments forming the colony's garrison, the first Chinese rider appeared in 1927. Thereafter, the system of 
graduation from novice status produced a continuous stream of local riders. Professional racing started in the 71-72 season. 
All localjockeys start their careers as racing trainees at the Club's training center at Beas River Country Club, where a large number 
of retired racehorses are kept for instructional purposes. Those trainees who pass out well after one year's intensive training become 
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apprentices and are indentured to trainers; others join trainers stables as stable assistants. Apprentices remain indentured to trainers 
for periods of between three and five years before becoming licensed jockeys. 
Th^re are 19 jockeys licened to ride in Hong Kong. There are 12 expatriate jockeys, 10 of whom are retained by individual trainers 
while two are Club Jockeys who are normally licenced for three-month periods and who ride freelance, primarily for trainers having 
no retained jockey of their own. 
Race meetings 
Originally racing was held annually at the Chinese New Year. The annual meeting officially lasted for three days only, with ten or 
eleven races per day. From 1930, onwards, the number of racedays was increased due to the growing interest of the public. 
Racing takes place on most Saturdays, Wednesdays and some Sundays between mid September and mid-June. During the 1996-97 
season, 75 meetings were held. 
Day meetings normally start at 1:30 p.m. and night meetings start at 7:30 p.m. Saturday night meetings start at 6:30 p m Nearly all 
races are run as handicaps, but some five percents are run on set weights and conditions. More than half horses are imported 
unraced - 'griffins'. 
m e e _ has a panel of Race Meeting Stewards, made up of a Club Steward, an honorary official and five Stipendiary Stewards 
who are professional executives of the Club. All other race-meeting officials are full-time executives of the Club. The Club racing 
Laboratory conducts pre- and post race testing of blood and urine samples. All horses are tested before race. 
01\ Ol Hk. IL 
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Hong Kong Jockey Club [HKJC] 
HISTORY OF THE HONG KONG JOCKEY CLUB 
The Club 
I n ^ L ^ f r o c o n s t i t u t e d racing orgainzation, the controlling body was set up annually to form a committee of stewards. A meeting of the 
subscribers in 1884 on the grounds of placing on a more stable footing, passed a motion of establishing The Hong Kong Jockey Club'. The subscribers to the subscribers to 
the Race Fund were then the original members of the HKJC. 
LhoertOst"E。r!c!;rrr: !^gF=， fr tedin En^and. In the seventeen century while the Stuarts were reigning and it gradually gained status and became the most popular 
sports in England. After England colonise Hong Kong, the British traders in Macau naturally transplanted the racing from Macao to Hong Kong. The first mention of horse 
races in existing files was in the China Mail of 10th December 1846. 
^845 A race meeting on the 17th and 18th December 1846’ announced a week earlier in Hong Kong first newspaper the China Mail had 
f f ， r a ? e held in Happy Valley. The site of Happy Valley was originally a swamp where, it was the only flat land on the island the 
first settlers lived. However, malaria and other diseases soon forced them to move. In the middle of 1840s, the marshland was drained 
and a racecourse was set in the area called 'Happy Valley'. 
1846 There was originally only one meeting a year. In 1846, subsequent meetings had been held in Jan, Feb and Mar. coincided with 
Lunar New Year. Chinese population could enjoy the spectacle of racing, and the carnival like atmosphere of the course. 
^856 The first race staged solely for China pony. These ponies came from Northern China. These China ponies could race for a lona 
distance and carry heavy weight. ^ 
annL l l r^^ at Happy Valley, probably the annual meeting at Chinese New Year. The stands were made of temporary and put up 
1865 Horse racing was always the front page news. The copy of 1865 report remains one of the earliest editions of the China Mail 
preserved. 
1884 The structure of the racing organization as we know now was dated from 1884’ when the Jockey Club was first founded The 
of the Club followed a meeting called in the old City Hall to place racing ‘on a more stable footing by the formation of a Jockey 
Genial DisWc? • 叩 employed until 1904 as the racing activities continue expand. And the first club office was set up 
1890 Expatriates at Happy Valley, the course was still somewhat primitive, with bamboo rails and not outer perimeter fence. 
igiB Great fire at Happy Valley in Chinese New Year race. The public stands collapsed and more than six hundred lives lost when 
spectators were trapped in fiercely-burning stands. The cemetery at So Kon Po commemorates the disaster. 
1931 The first permanent stands at Happy Valley built. The two three-storey stands were then replaced in 1957 with two seven-storev 
structures, which were further expanded in 1969 to form part of today. As viewing stands,which can hold over 55,000 racegoers. 
1957 The three levels grant stands were replaced by two seven-storey buildings which expand again in 1969 to become part of today's 
viewing stands. ‘ 
1959TheClub has always been a non-profit-making organisation; surplus funds are given to charitable and community projects This year 
the H二g Kong Jockey Club (Charity) Limited was formed to distribute donations. The responsibility was taken by the Hong Konq Jockev 
Club Chanties Trust which was set up in 1993. a a y 
n 默 〕 , 舊 了 ‘ 
‘ ‘‘ •>» 
billion Hong Kong dollars was bet on 65 race meetings, the club processed four million betting tickets from the Club's 125 betting 
二falblhteo l^^ gLSj^ ltcjlJteedmfglJli^ ateur「Iders to professional jockeys. Intention to improve the quality of racing that lead the Jockey Club to 
iSTp Due to the big fire, a new permanent grand stand blocks went up, each was three stories high with a clock tower in the middle 
landmark. 
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9 7 3 The club begin racing at night in Happy Valley. The problem of night racing is to eliminate shadows. Strong and consistent 
phtmg IS essential. Hundreds of super- power lamps line the course, with extra power directed on the winning post. In the same year 
^vemment authorised the Club to set up off-course betting branches to combat illegal betting. The following year 1974, a telephone 
betting services also started. ’ " 
1974 Government authorisation allows the Club to open the first six Off Course Betting 已ranches (OCBs) to combat illegal book 
making. A telephone betting service com mences with 2,000 accounts. There are now 125 OCB branches and 739 000 Telebet 
accounts, and over 5 million betting tickets are sold for each race meeting. ’ 
1978 Completion of Shatin Racecourse. Until this season, the Club had the stables and trainers' yard together with all the necessary 
administration buildings of a big racecourse at the northern end of the reclamation land in Shatin. in 1981 ’ another stand was added in 
Happy Valley. In 1985’ a second public stand opened increased the Sha Tin capacity to 80,000. 
1981 Computerisation of telebet completed. Off-course. Betting branches fullycomputerised in 1983.0,000 people. 
1988 Hong Kong s first international race, the Hong Kong Invitation Cup, was held on 24 January at Sha Tin. Six local horses competed 
SIX horses from Malaysia and Singapore. The Hong Kong International Races have now grown to include the International Cup 
Bowl and Vase, all Group 2 races that are run annually on the second Sunday in December. Hong Kong horses now compete against 
runners from Europe, North America, Australia, New Zealand, the UAE, Japan and South Africa. Also in 1988, Telebet conducted its 
first test- run of the hand-held Customer Input Terminal (CIT) with 200 users. There are now over 75,000 CIT customers. 
1995 The Happy Valley Racecourse was redeveloped into an all-grass international grade one racecourse. 
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Equestrian in Hong Kong 
Interview 
— 
Beas River Riding School 
Visit to the Beas River Riding School on 3rd Nov. 1998 
Summary after the interview with Nicholas P. Rodgers, the Chief riding Instructor 
[Beas River] 
Beas River Riding School is a private club, only members can came. Apart from a riding school, the club provide club house facilities such as swimming pool, tennis courts, 
restaurant, etc. Therefore people come not only for riding. ’ ’ 
[Riding Facilities] 
二jje club has 240 horses, 20 ponies and 20 school horse. 160 of the horse are sponsored by private, it means that the owner can ride them in any time. Stable house all the 
horses’ a covered dressage field of 60m x 30m size, 2 external jumping field of 130m x 60m size and other training fields also. The Beas River Riding School providing 
training on dressing, jumping and cross country. Due to the size of a polo field [equal to 4 football field] no one play polo in Hong Kong. 
[Courses] 
， C l u b could provide classes everyday but not many students come during the weekdays. However there is a long waiting list in both the Pokfulam and Lei Yue Mun riding 
= = = a二oSher出®，and open to public members. In the Beas River, only members could come and is fair away from the city. For an hour lesson, the 
student may spend the other hour for changing cloths and preparing, and another two for travelling to and from the city. However, due to the club house facilities, some ladies 
do not work, bring their kids come and the executives have flexible working time can also visit in weekdays time. 
[Riding Schools] 
There are already established 5 private riding schools and 4 others running under the Equestrian Affairs Department of Hong Kong Jockey Club. All the horses in every riding 
schools are given by HKJC after the horses retired from racing. They are retrained to ride in equestrian sports. 
[To Run a School] 
d 甜 cult part of running a riding school is the cost. Equestrian sport is a non-profit generating activity. No money could earn in organizing these sports. All the 
, 1 1 4 0 0 S C 7 。 ) " = ? Jockey Club Explained by Nick, a horse can work three hours a day. that is equals to 18 hours a weekEach hour, the school can 
receive 400 dollars。nd that is 7,200 dollars a week. If lucky enough to have enough classes and the horse is not sick or in bad temper, it can generate around 20,000 dollars 
a month. The cost in keeping a horse is around 14,000 a month without calculating the fee of the instructors, grooms and maintenance of stable. ’ 
[Interview] 
The riding schools do promotion to primary school. They bring the ponies visiting the schools. Also, open days and trial days are sometimes organized. However, due to the 
existing facilities could not cater for too much attendance, the riding schools do not promote in great extend. ‘ 
[Pony Club] 
The Hong Kong Pony Club provide training to 7-21 years old children. They can learn about riding and taking care of a horse/pony. Within this age group, the club teach the 
children riding and jumping skills and organize competitions. After learning some extend of knowledge and skills, the child can join the Hong Kong Horse Society. 
[Horse Society] 
The Hong Kong Horse Society organize advance training on higher riding skill. It also will organize competitions of dressage and jumping [local and international] for 
experience riders. 
[After the interview] 
It is a good opportunity to walk around the school's area cause it is an expensive private club. It may cost me millions dollars to be a member. It is a quiet and peaceful place, 
completely isolated from the busy city area. The staffs are enjoying their works, I could tell from their face. When I smell and they are all friendly and not resisted to talk to me. 
' ' f ^ l ^ r o u p o f young persons riding in the field. They are the trainees of a one year full time program. They are potentially the future riders on the race track or trainers on 
the field. I talk to them, they are all 丨n the age around 16. small in size and age but talkative. I feel that they are very optimistic to the future and enjoying their tra^ng『the 
best environment. 
？丨 r t r s t a n ^ the pros and cons of running a riding school. The most difficult part are cost and land [common in all public facilities] to build and run a school. On the other 
hand’ the demandon the training is large. From the waiting list of both the Pokfulam and Lei Yue Mun riding schools we can see. Most of the learners are living in urban 
working in office, they need a more convenience time and location. Furthermore, a horse only work three hours a day? I am difficult to understand, what do it do in the other 
times? Eat? Sleep? Stand? Watch? No mater what, it may find a part time job at night. 
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Tuen Mun Riding School 
Visit to the Tuen Mun Riding School on 7th Nov. 1998 
Summary after the interview with Ringo H. W. Wan, manager, Public Riding School 
[Riding School] 
The most important factors to a riding school are the horse, space and trainers. 
The tack room is used to store the saddles and other riding equipment. Since these are all made by leather, the tack room is air-conditioned 
8O0/0 of students attend the riding schools are Chinese. However, the schools are having a long waiting list. The riding schools are developing a color code system to have a 
better management to the riding courses and also provide a guidelines to the students to know the gradation to their training. 
[Horse] 
Tuen Mun riding school are keeping 40 matured horses and 16 ponies. The horses require suitable size of stalls and open air. They are feed 3 regular meal a day and 2 
supplement [tea time] same as human. 
Horse has to clean up every time coming back from paddock. 
Straw and hay has to be stored separately but convenient for the grooms to access. It should take precaution to fire risk since both straw and hay are dry and easily 
flammable. 
There is some horses inside the school require air-condition in summer. Because they cannot sweat due to their origin for northern Europe. 
The stalls have to be clean often, 3 to 4 times a day. 
Horses are not allow to eat when they are working. They can only eat the food provided by the school, no natural grass from the hill side could be eat, because no one could 
make sure the grass is clean. 
/ 
二 =二=r-
— _ ^ ^ — . 
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RESEARCH AND STUDIES 
The research is base on the information requirement to the project. It catalogues into into 4 groups listed below. These information are intended to be reflected in the design 
later in the process. 
Horse 
physical condition 
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Round-hoof'd. s h o r t - j o i n t e d , f e t l o c k s shag and l o n g , 
Board breast, fu l l e y e , small head and nostril wode, 
H i g h c r e s t , short ears, s t r a i g h t legs and passing s t r o n g , 
Thin mane, thick t a i l , board buttock, tender hide: 
Look, what a horse should have be did not l a c k , 
Save a pround r i d e r on so proud a back. 
Shakespeare, Venus and Adonis 
Horse 
physical condition 




A horse is a member of the species Equus caballus, or of the genus Equus, or of the family Equidae 
The word ‘horse，originally meant the domestic horse. It is still used mainly in that sense, just because these are the horse we usually talk about in ordinary conversation, but 
then there are wild horse, too. ’ 
Equus is simply the Latin word for 'horse'. Horses strictly speaking, belong to the typical subgenus of Equus while the donkeys, zebras, and onagers may be placed in three 
distinct subgenera within the genus. 
A horse is a beautiful example of functionalism. 
The great running musdes are bunchecf the upper parts of the legs. To increase the stride, the horse stands permanently on tip foe, with only the point of one toe,wrthte 
stout hanl hoaf’ touching the ground 
The neck rather long and large, long head enable it to reach its food. The eyes set far back in the head remain high enough to spot an approaching enemy are famous for 
f ie sharpness of iheirvfeicft 
The earliest mammal encestors of the horse are the Condylarthra appear about 75million years a朗.They have five toes on each limb. Over millions years of development, 
#18 first angle toed horse Pleohippus appeared 10 million years ago. ‘ 
i M ^ W n S i n ' n ' r T " ' ' - They afraid of being alone. They are extremely sensitive animal with lighly developed senses of sight, hearing and smell Horses do not 
like to be confined for a long penos. There are common problems of knocking and pawing if they were confined too long. The horses have to be put into large y a r l and 
provide roughage in diet, companion and increase exercise. 
Historians have called the horse the noblest. A man mounted on his horse is twice the man he is on the ground. 
Strenght, stamina, size, spirit, power: it is the horse's splendid perfection that inspired man. 
quest of man, yet horsemen hnow that man is not the horse's conqueror but a partner in a relationship that has had a profound and far-reached effect on the history of 
civilization. 
The horse that homo sapiens first knew was a poor thing; so poor, indeed, that man hunted it for food. Equus, the ancestor of equus caballus our modern horse was 
actually hunted out of existence m Americas by the Amerindians who crossed into the New World at the end of the last ice age.ln the old worid the r ^ n o / S o ^ t s after 
the end of the ice age drove equus caballus out of Europe on to the treeless steppe, where it was first hunted and then domesticated for its flesh. 
The Stone Age man chose to eat the horse rather than drive them. The new factor involved was speed provided by a new motive force, which in the instance of the small 
horses of antiquity could only be exploited by a combination of lightweight and resilience of a new kind. 
IhJoldWorld American continent. Horse ancestors had lived here for 60 million years. There were wild descendants and domesticated horses lived in 
A m i . R /+h T i t s brought again horses to America was Bernal Diaz del Castillo. He brought with him eleven Spanish horses with him on a trip to 
America. Because of their introduction, the Indians were about to strike the American people, among the plain tribes, and develop a special character and picTesque llorfe 
culture. 
Canter 
The Canter is the most natural gait for a horse. It is a three-beat movement, with the 
three beats and then a moment of suspension. One foreleg leads while the other 
foreleg and its diagonal hindleg move together, and the other hindleg moves 
independently. / 
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Paces of Horses 
Horses have four natural paces or gaits which are walking, trot, canter and gallop. 
It is the slowest pace with a positive stride pattern in which the legs of the horse 
foItcM eadi other ia and euea chythm. This, is a faur. beat gatL 
[Trot 
It is a two-beat gait. The horse moves its leg in diagonal pairs: the off fore a n d . . 
hind, the left diagonal, move together. It is the most comfortable of all the four paces 
It can be ridden in a sitting or rising position. 
A . 
丨 Gallop 
The gallop is the fastest pace of a horse. The footfall sequence is right hind, followed： 
iby left hind slightly before right fore, followed by left fore. The gallop is a four-beat 
丨gait. It the gallop, the rider's seat is out of the saddle as he leans forward. 、、 -、b 
Horse era 
f iIc:///YI/wcbpage/backgr<)unc)/rcsc;ii(;h ；iii(l ' .hnl": ,/h。 
Lliving condition 
Requirements of Horses 
Feeding: 
Horses should be fed little and often. For the stabled horses, a balanced diet will comprise of food in three groups - bulk, energy and auxiliaries. 
a. Bulk - it is to produce roughage and is provided principally by hay and chaff. 
b. Energy - it is to produce protein and starches and is provided principally by oats, supplemented by maize, barley etc 
c. Auxiliaries - they are such items as bran, containing a high percentage of salts, linseed, various forms of green foods _ consisting carrots and other suitable roots; and 
various feed-additives, cod liver oil, molasses and glucose. 
Lodging 
The are; provided should be adequate for the horses to move around as the feeling of confinement will produce a neurotic horse. The stable should be airy and a height of 
3.8m is desirable and minimum of 3m should be provided. The stable should by well ventilated and draught free, well lit and well insulated 
Stable; 
rilc:///YI/webpagc/biK:kgn)iiiuJ/rcsc;iicli and ‘,丨…li丨../h<, 
Stable ,s a building providing lodging and feeding facilities for horses . The optimum size of a stable is 40 horses. It is usually consists of a number of loose boxes, a feed 
store, a tack store and a trainer's room. Generally, there are three possible arrangements: 
a. single row outside - a single row of boxes with external covered access. 
b. double row outside - two rows of boxes arranged back to back with access corridor on both sides. 
c. double row inside passage - two rows of boxes separated by a central aisle. 
Riding stables have at least one bridle and saddle per horse or pony. 
Saddle and bridle racks can be fastened in rows, one over another. 
Additional space for groom equipment, could be stored in tack room. 
Furred out, finished with red oak, hardwood or 1/4 in. rubber matting. 
Corner rounded. 
Light with floodlight over the inside stall door at ceiling. 
Stall: 
Its function besides providing individual lodging and feeding space for the horse, enough room is also provided for the horse to move around. 
There are four accepted sizes for loose box: 
a. minimum - 2.8m x 3m 
b. small - 3m X 3m 
c. average - 3m x 3.7m 
d. large 3.7m x 3.7m 
As for the height, minimum clearance of 2.4m is required but 3.8m is requirement. The height required for the partitions is 2m. It is to prevent the horses coming into direct 
contact with each other. 
Shoeing: 
Ahocsai^aeds tatiaahQedtQ preuenUaQtaore^ T h e i s almys grQwingandbecauae d this，shoes havato ba舰ovedeuery three to toot woek^The 
homy overgrowth trimmed fever with the sole of the hoof. The shoes wflT be replaced every twenty-five days or so. 
Health- Caring: 
include the wiping out the nostrils, eyes and ears, with soft进cloth wrung o ^ e f e r ^ M ^ 
aokitwn, dean up ttiehoofe, pratecbng hoofs with o.l. Common troubles include lameness, indigestion, cold, warm infestation, bleeding and skin diseases, etc. in case of 
r r w s ^ s ^ s f d c T O s ? ’ me n a r ^ e m a j r r r a v e ^ f t T Ere operated orr. f f m e f n r o W e f s v e r y s C T t e , f t e h n r ^ w r T T be p u f d a m . 
Shoe Workshop: 
It provides space for preparing of shoes and nails and also for hot shoeing at the forge, it should be within easy reach of all stables but should be sited as avoid the exhaust 
from the flues entering the stables. 
Feed Store: 
Each horse consume 401b. of food per day. 1001b. of food occupies 0.06m3. 
The feed store is to store up to a week's ration for the horses in the stable. It should also provide space for preparing the feeding. It should be easy accessible and near 
trainer's room for supervision, it should also be seperated from the boxes because of its high fire risk. 
Tack and Accessories Store: 
IJ^ s to store all the leather and metal worksfor the horses - saddles and bridles. It is stores linen, brushes for grooming and tools for maintenance of the stables It should be 
located near the entrance for easy access. The size will be depended on the number of horses in the stable. Usually on tack store serves one storey. For 20 h o r s L T 
require and area of 60m2. ‘ 
It should be air-conditioned. 
Fodder/Barn: 
A central storage for keeping 6 months supply of food, it should be centrally located and easy transportation. Attention to be paid due to high fore risk of the contents of the 
fodder. 
Masonry and glue-laminated construction for fire resistance. 
Other requirements: 
Windows: 
Safety glass, minimum of 8ft. above floor. 
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Floors: 
Rough concrete or skid-resistant brick pavers with a central floor drain to catch basin. 
3 in. porous asphalt over 8 in. crushed stone with a porous drain pipe pitched to take effluent away from barn areas. 
Sloped to center drain. 
Aisle floors use prorous asphalt, paving bricks set 2 in. sand, or diamond scored concrete with trench drains to each side 
I ^ k 7 u = i ! r r P 。 h r t ? I ' l T u - k e e p clean and level; some horses dig - requires fresh clay yearly. Wooden: warm but unsanitary; often harbor rodents; 
lack durability. Concrete, asphalt, or brick: durable, easy to clean and sanitary; rigid, slippery and cold. Rubber mats - can be placed over any surface; can be removed and 
sanitized (smelly job); prevent slipping; provide some cushion and has more absorption than concrete. 
Grates: 
Cast iron or pre-cast concrete centered in stall with perforations no larger than 1 in. dia. or 1 in. sq. 
Doors: 
Sliding doors are perferable. 
Swinging dutch doors or full doors should have a 180 swing to wall and fasten. 
Stalls doors ahould have heavy duty slide bolts, kick over bolts, locking pins. 
Isolation Stall 
Away from all horses and animals. Clean with bleach or strong disinfectant. Separate watering system and feed buckets. Securely built. 
Ventifation 
Opening under roof. Ridge vent. Hinged windows. Dutch doors. Fans. Open barn doors. 
Electricity 
Follow electrical codes. Lights high and covered with wire or recessed in ceiling. Plug ins - covered and above ground level - located conveniently e.g. in vet bay. 
Hay Feeding 
f p L T n n ' i f ' h ' " ' ? ! ' ' ^ ^ ^，h f e’s Chest- shallow enough to reach food but deep enough to prevent him from pushing it out. - built without projections. Hayracks - unnatural 
feeding. If hung to low potential for horse to get foot caught. Easier for dust etc. to get into eyes. Hay nets - easy for horse to get hung up in especially as horse completes 
feed. Floor - most natural position for horse - helps with digestion if head is down - some horses use it for bedding and trample it. 
Other Equipment 
Salt/mineral licks - in a box or tub, or hung in holder on wall. Water buckets - ke印 dean, need to be refilled with fresh water regularly. Automatic waterers - save time but 
can't monitor horse's drinking - need to be cleaned regularly. Grain buckets - hung on wall to prevent spillage. 
Wheel barrows. Shovels, future forks, pitch forks rakes. Brooms. Tractor or all-terrain vehicle. 
Harrow. Discs or weights. Manure Spreader or trailer. 
Storing Feed 
Concentrates 
^ore in a dry container where moisture bugs, and rodents can get at it. Store in an area where the horses can not get at it. Grain rooms - bags of feed or open feed stored 
Granaries Refrigerators/freezers - careful that small children do not play in it. Garbage pails or plastic containers - lid comes off easily. Grain stored where there ,s moTsture 
can heat and cause spontaneous combustion. It can also rot and cause fermentation, which can make horses sick. Easy vehicle access. 
Roughage 
S/M/Oi) 
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Store on dry ground or pellets. Cover - roof or tarp without holes - ideally in separate bam from horses. Store dry - moisture in hay can heat and cause spontaneous 
combustion. Keep rodent free - cats or traps. Easy vehicle access. 
Storing Bedding 
Straw, shavings, paper, peat moss, lime. Store in dn/ area and keep dry to prevent spontaneous combustion. Store lime away from children and locked up - is poisonous. 
Store shavings and paper on concrete and away from runoff - prevents polluting watercourses. 
Feeding 
lilT二s/^eq^jire concentrates and roughage. Diet should consist mainly of roughage - normally 2/3 of diet. Clean fresh water should be available at all times - a horse mav 
= 二 ? ! day"Feed little often - average stomach size is 1 3/4 to 3 gallons - volume of feed doubles in stomach - diges n t r^ref f ident S e : 
’ _ fee more than 1 gallon of feed at a time (1 gallon = 2 gallons in stomach which is fills the stomach 1092/3 o e r ^ o onqer 
feeding times. Feed according to work, temperament, and condition - the average should be 2.5% of body weight with at least 2/3 of that roughage - ^ S^bsforaToOO lb 
horse - 5 lbs grain and 20 lbs hay Keep a regular feeding schedule - same time, same place every day 
Allow 1 to 2 hours for feed to digest before working horse. Introduce change to feed gradually including increasing or decreasing amounts - don't stan/e your horse to qet 
him to loose weight. 
Feed should be dean and nutritious - avoid musty and dusty feed. Succulent feeds are needed every day - grazing provides this Free choice salt and mineral licks Hay -
grass hay, seed hay (oat, rye), legume (alfalfa) - oat hay should be tested before being fed, it may contain toxic levels of nitrates. 
Hoof Care 
Daily clean hooves. Trim every 6 to 8 weeks. Shoe when needed - shoeing should be every 4 to 6 weeks. See hoof care sheet. Studs - lessen risk of slipping. 
Exercise 
二 二 二 ： 二 二 
One day of rest a week. 
Blanketing 
= 二 H ' T ？ _ i: will 恥t 产 on the withers or poirt of shoulders. Stable blanket - for cool nights. Turnout blanket - watefpfoo^ fof wet weather Fly sheets -
達m e r . Sweat sheets - for cooling out. Coolers - for cooling out. Exercise sheets • short, square fronted to cover back, loins, and q i S L s t s = d d u ^ w t t in 
cold weather. Warm up blankets - full size - used to warm back and increase circulation before riding. Winter blankets Rollers - to keep blanket in place Care of blankets. 
Bandaging 
Stable bandages. Shipping boots. Exercise bandages & polo wraps. Figure-8 bandage. Spider bandage. Tail bandage. 
Deworming 
Less often if stabled and never turned out with other horses - deworm to season - usually spring and fall. Some older horses may not have the ability to resist worms and 
therefore do better if wormed more frequently - even as much as added daily to diet. Tube, feed, paste, liquid. Know the common worms in your area. 
Grooming 
Daily - especially if horse is blanketed. Improves circulation and removes dirt that may cause sores. Cuny comb, dandy brush, mane & tail comb or plastic cuny comb. 
Transporting Horses 
Make lists of what you will need. Feed & water - plan your feed - reduce protein, have hay to munch on in trailer - bring haynet. Bedding First aid kits Truck and trailer tool 
二 = : . r fectan s to clean stalls. Bandaging - poll guard, tail guard, bell boots, knee pads & hock boots. Travel time & p l a n ; stop = & t a 二^^^^ 
trailer floor - mats, size o trailer and size of truck engine - check trailer lights and brakes. make sure you have the proper light electrical system and b : s s t e ^ ch ck 
air pressure 丨n tires - make sure cooling system, transmission and brakes of truck can handle trailer. Have a colic plan either learn to tube and brJig^fe e q u ^ ^ : 
drenching or take relaxants with you. Horses should have proper vaccinations before transporting. 
Th^ most complete combined competition, demanding of the rider considerable experience in all branches of equitation 
an? a praise knowledge of his horse ability. It originated when the great Greek soldier and horsemarf; Xenophon was 
p的mg tes and men to rode Into battle. Xenophon realized that a horse had to posse$s seemingiy end!ess resources 
of speed and stamina. In addition the horse need to be a totally obedient to the rider. 
Everts today can be last for one, two or three days. All included teste of dressage, cross-country jumping and 
show-jumping. In one day and usually two days events, the dressage fest comes first, followed by the show-lumping and 
the cross country is the last. In the three days event, dressage still comes first, but the crosscountry is held before the 
show-jumptng, and is itself preceded by two roads-and-tracks sections and a steeplechase coursei.The show-jumping 
^ final 也y described as a test of soundness and precision. It Is designed to show that the horses are still 
sufficiently supple, sound and obedient in the end of the energy consuming competition. 
_ 
Cross-country 
me comprise of hunter trials, team chases, steeple chase and point-to-point. 
primarily a speed and jumping test, held across natural country, usually over a distance of about 2.5 to 3 
« are including things such as hedges, ditches, various post and rail fences and perhaps a stiles, 
is related to the hunter trial In its organization. A competition In which team of four or five ride together 
^-country jumping course. The idea was that of four would lide round a prescribed cross-country jumping, 
^he time of the third person home would be the decisive score, 
fe very different It is concerned primarily with speed. Although the course includes a number of jumps, it is 
^st a race. Competitors in each class race directly against one another, ail at one time. A point-to-point 
Mounted games 
fe principally designed to perfect the rider's use of weapons when mounted； at the same time as training their 
hoyes in obedience and combat tactics. In the form of the mounted'games foday, each one has evolved form the games 
andeprci^s practiced by mounted soldiers throughout the agesto prepare them for the skills amMsdpHnes they would 
如ht their enemy from horseback. One of the great values/of/mounted game iles the precision and accuracy 
S 汁oij^ both horse and djter. A horse must be 丨ns ta_ ,o^ te i ) t - stopp丨fig,:startin拍rKi,tuming at a moment's 
not ice.巧use the rider is involved so often in some object with a to, putting adag In a Vucket or posing a baton to a 
Jarp immber - the horse must be both unperturbed by what his rkJk Is dolna and yet ready to respond to 
me instant it is given. For young riders, mounted games are particularly valuable. slnce. 
and yet r ^dy to respondto a command 
I they serve as an introduction to 
rriore competition equestrian riding, teaching competition tactics. The mounigafries are rtbt prdyslonalgames thus the 
S s l f t play甜欣 relaxation and enjoyment as light heard competition among friendly rivals and a way of promoting 
Hunting 鼸 
建纖 
Hunting Isttie oldestform of all equestrian sports. Hunting, as a is known today, originated in Britain. The pursuit of qame 
^ s p r t , usir^ packs of hounds to find, chase and kill the quany, was certainly well established in Britain by the time of 
^ Norman Conquest. Although the sportsman of the day were said to resent bitterly,the p r e s e m m of game and the 
prest Laws the Normans were to introduce to bring some order and organization into the hunting field. Hunting began to 
become an art and a science as well as sport. The term 'hunting' refere to foxhunting, stag hunting, harrier hunting, drag 
hunting and hunting with bloodhounds. The most popular is the fox hunting. 
Ata foxhunt. the hounds are taken from the meet, put into a ‘coverf {a wood), or led across moorland and encouraged be 
the huntsman to scent out a fox. Once they found a line, the chase is on and they will follow where the fox leads until they 
eitBercatehitorkillit. 
(S 
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must posses three major characteristics. He must be able to jump, to move fast; and have the stamina to match the 
demands made on him over a reasonably considerable distance. 
Dressage 
Not until sixteen century did riding become the art known today as "dressage" (from the French word for training) In 1550 
a riding master named Federigo Grisone published a book entitled Gli Ordini di Cavalcar (The Principles of Riding) under , , 
the aegis of the king of Naples and Pope Julius III. '、 , ' . i f ' 
The riding academies established by Grisone and his followers were much more than riding schools in the modern sense 
They were courtly institutions in which formal refinement became the mark of a gentleman (indeed, commoners were 
excluded). Proficieny in haute-ecole riding became an essential element in the education of young noblemen and 
gebtlemen, on a par with dancing, fencing, court'tennis, and singing or playing a musical instrument. 
The equestrian art was designed to display rider and horseat their harmonious best performing not only collected and 
extended forms of the ordinary gaits (walk, tort and canter) and lateral movements such as the shoulder-in but also the 
spectacular "airs above grouncf exercises in which the horse lifts the forehand alson, as in the 丨evade’ or leaps entirely off 
the ground, as in the cobrbette' and capriole. , , 
Today it is one of the three equestrian di^iplinek of the plymplc Gamesl , 
， e objective of dressage is to produce a strong, well devetoped ahd supple horse that is obedient to the wishes of his ‘ 
nder and is comfortable，safe and a pleasure to.ride, Dressage de^ribes the training of a riding horse. The first evidence 
of school training system was designed to stfengtheaand suppla^^e horse as well as making obedient to the rider was 
provided by a Greek general, Xenophon. '； , 
ipuring the 19th century, thfcavalry'schools of Euro|)e,Jbasing their instruction on classjcai schools, were responsible to, 
maintain and extend the riding knowledge, o f e g e now became an Important leisure sport . , 
Long distance 
l iffffl fMgm 
To ride a careWly trained horse over a long distance, from 30km to 160km. The ride may or may not be competitive. 
many,equestnan sf»rts,Jt origins can be attrfcuted to the mounted armies of the world, who often ride over very lona 
dlstanfifitftthAhattfAfipiH i tar^ to theb ttle field. 
on horseback. Route, distance and speed are up to知'rfders themselves. Competitive trail rides are held across 
designate^ trails and participators n e ^ to compjete the course within maximum time limit. The most important factors 
judgement are the overall soundness and condition of the horse at the end of the ride 
in 
Show jumping 
The sport originated about 3C 
farm. Until early 18th century, 
agriculture changed. England's.. 
crops more secure and scientific, the 
It was not gain popularity until 
began to take on an identity of its own. Now the 
ig systems were changed by a series of enclosed 
.woc^land, open and accessible. Then 
had to be fed. Fences were thrown up around the field to grown the 
more efflc(en%^Jhe first organized jumping conlests were in 1866. 
an integral part of every country show and later: 
far laraer crowds than ever before, competing with the world's ： 
major popularity. 
Today; jumping competitions can be seen at any time of Ae year/ranging from small local scl 
sophisticated enclosed riding halls of international competftton. With the spon^rship swelling 
become one of the great attractions In the sports world It Is also command large prices and tf 
show jumpers has become a competitive industry: 
flti^  ^ n i tli r. ll t j hool rings to the 
‘ ilts funds； show jumping has 
the owning and training of 
Polo 
Polo is a ist sport it is known that the first version of the game was played 
today was first Introduced by the India by cavalry officers in the 
I versions of the game played in different parts of the country. 
spirit, highly skilled and 
} by the ancient Persia 
nth century. There 0 
from place to place as did the number bf players, it was a means of relaxation and a means of training 
In paddock or arena polo, there are three players on one side; the others have 4 players, 
and two players are attacking players; on the other hand, three as the pivot of the team white the four is the 
“‘nrallet or stick, with which he hits the ball. The objective of the gan 
, , . . _ the goal posts, which are situated at either side of the field 
梭 divided Into chukkas and the number of chukkas depends on the type of match and the impor 
5/24/99 11:5> A M 
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二 = = = 二 鄉 . f ^ J i r n d n g steeds trained to harness, plunged into their welling blood as into a river; the wheels of my battle chariots were bespattered with 
blood and filth. I fill the plain with the corpses of their warriors like herbage. There were chariots with their horses, whose riders had been slain as they came = Z t T e 
battle, so that they were loose by themselves; those horses kept going back and forth all over the battlefield." 
Commander-in-chief of the k i n g Elam 
Horse had been ridden in the civilized world since the second millennium. Riding is represented in Egyptian art as early as 1350 BC and relieves from the twelfth century 
show mounted soldiers. 
Ancfent Warfare 
I By 細 s^ond millennium BC the horse-drawn, spoken, war chariot was the elite striking arm of ancient armies, and it 
： ^ was u ^ primary as a mobile firing platform rather than as a means of transportation from base to battlefield It 
f S ^ 她丄n®；? or abil i ty with stability, but depending on the construction, as in a four-wheeled chariot，the greater 
^ w T r 触丨丨印出e less speed. The more popular, light, two-wheeled chariots of the of chariot warfare (1700-1200 BC) were 
but they were more unstable as a firing platform, and they delrverecf less firepower, unit for unit 
Assyria in the age of iron 
The, Assyrian was the first true long range army, able to campaign as far as 300 miles from base and to move at speeds 
of advance that would not be exceeded until the coming of the internal combustion engine. . 
p e Assyrian was good at the organization and tactical effectiveness of the army; they were specialized in warfare 
hors? recruitment and siege operations. The supply of horse In war was an Important Issue, rt ensure the mobility and : 
the power of the army. The main problem was how to get the horses In the first place. Assyrians mastered the 
recruitment of horse as well as any other great power in history. High-ranking government officers called musarklsus 
supervised the supply of the horse, 
J^ hey teveled constantly from village to village rn the provinces collecting horses for the king. And wrote daily 'Horse 
Reports the king. The Assyrians were the first to deploy cavalry forces, yet they retained chariots as a more important 
arm because of its mobility. , . , 
IJ® war chariot soon disappears later in unusual instances where its inferiority to cavalry was Invariably demonstrated 
^he r^son later research suggested that be possibly lack of the horseshoe, too expensive in animals, caused the 
breakdown in the horses' hooves. , 
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Betw^eu 334 to 336 BC, the army of Macedonia, a backward state on the fringe of civilized world of classical Greece 
fjjarjjhed more than 11,000 miles and created the largest empire the world yet seen. It stretched from the Adriatic Sea to 
thej^us Rwer and incorporated the area of all the previous empires of the ancient Near East The new empire was 
built by one of the most effective armies the world has ever known, a war machine in which tactical control and 
co-ordination, overall organization and a rational command structure provkled the scope for Individua! bravery and 
fighting ability to exert the maximum impact 
工he Conyanions provided the backbone of Alexander's army, the cavalry who was ted by the king. As the nobility was 
dispersed p governors of the conquered territories and as generals of other units, the Companions gradually evolved 
mto a highly professional cavalry unit whose members were taken from -among the lesser nobitily; they also took on the 
role of king's bodyguard on the field of battle. 
^ The Macedonian army was built around the phalanx, which consisted of a solid line of hoplites, normally 16 ranks deep 
I H ， , „ 丨 严 t tactical unit In the phalanx was the syntagma of 256 men, four of which made up a regiment or chiliarchia. 
Similarly，four chilorchiae formed a 'simple phalanx', supported by light infantry and cavalry. The phalanx was a 
cumbersome, though fearsome, formation and to be effective demanded the close co-ordination of the well-trained 
hoplites, and light infantiy; but also essential were the peltasts, equipped with a short pike, who play a crucial role as the 
mobile reserve behirxJ the unwieldy close packed phalanx itself. 
gharfot fighting was an activity nearly 1500 years old when Alexander riding his legendary horse Bucephalus defected 
5/24/90 11:57 A M 
Mongol ‘ , ‘ 、 
The widest-ranging aggressors among the steppe peoples - the Monglos and Turks - did establish tribute-yielding 
empires over settled pwples that liberated them from the cycle of famine am the sea of grass. They like the nomadic 
way of」丨ft ana despised the weary cultivator, bound to his furrows and his plough-ox. The nomads wasted the best of the 
comfort and luxury settled yielded and the freedom of the horseman's lift of the tented camp, the hunt and the seasonal: 
shift of quarters,； 、 、 - : 
Bet^^n 1190 when Temulin, later to take the name Genghis Khan, began the unification of the tribes of Mongolia，and: 
i l 5?： whep his grandson stormed Baghdad, the Mongols successively overran the whole of northern China Korea ； 
Tjb^t, Centra Asia the Khwarezemlan state in Persia, the Caucasus. Turkish Anatolia and the Russian princiMlities ‘ 
raid^into northern India： They withdrawn from Europe only when news reached their armies there of the deathof : 
, T l u ^ ® ^ ' s so?如d successor. Under his heir, Mongols further extended their domains to Included all of China 
founded the Yaun cfynasty that reigned until the end of fourteenth century. , . 
^he Napolwn could in two months (JOllect 20,000 horsemen for his Invasion of Belgium, after providing for the Army , 
Co|j，guarding the other frontiers of France, and having had a nucleus of 8,000 horses only on which to start the 
mobilization, is one of ttie many proofs of his marvelous genius; but the inevitable hurry, and consequent want of . 
training, accounts in a great measure for the want of success attained by the French Cavalry. , j 
Geberai Sir Evefyn Wood, 1895. ' ^  ； ' ；-' / ‘ •；： 
At the b^innlng of this century onthe Western Front in World War I, the Germans had 70,000 cavalry and the French 
ten cavalry divtsions. But the macWne gun rendered the use of cavalry too costly, and the armored tank displaced.it on 
the field, just as the airtomobKe was replaced horse on the streets. 
tJo【坊 people wrtainly need very large strings. Marco Po(o； who crossed Central Asia in the thirteenth century, n o t e d 〉 
thatasingleridemght keep as many as eighteen changes of mount It has been calculated the Hungarian plain can : 
graze only 150,000 horses, too few, even allowing ten horses per rider, to have mounted Attila's horde. 
Byzantine 、 “ 〜 、 ： , ‘ ； ; ：：•‘,：'、,， 
S ' t l l ' " ® E 叩 ^ major fwwerfrom the fall of Rome. From the 5th century to Constantinople rulerCrusaderB 
in 1204. The reason for h,s long period of success lay mainly In the effectiveness of its military institutions. The system , 
of Themes provided wejkeguteted (peat r^riitting ground, and to buttress the local forces were the central forces based 
们 Constantinople, known as the Tagmata: Detail study of tactics and strategy , to a degree unknown In the West - was , 
^ 於 s f t f l rep 読 mer^ t for all Byzantine offfeers. The kJea was always to lure the enemy Into a trap, and to annihilate 
fuiji with the mmimum of risk. A Byzantine cataphract, wearing a mail suit under.a quifted «)vering. The horse is corned, 
in Lsrnoiiar srrnor* ‘ ‘ , / , 
The whole upbringing and training of the Norman knight was designed to prepare him fof fighting. Feudal obligations 
ensured that t ^ son of a knight would normally be trained to follow his father, although the training would be L r le r out ‘ 
bjj arj)产r r产tive or close fnend in most cases. Riding, javelin-throwing, swordplay and charging with the lance at a 
shield fixed to a stake were exercises which every aspirant had to practice, both to learn fighting skills and fo build up his 
strength to hold the knight's armor. 力 " ’ ’ ； 
Horsemanship was a major part of a knights training. For it to fight on horseback, whlch^c^the kilght hisarek ' I : 
^ a n age, enabli^ him to wear the heavy protective armor and carry the huge shield Im'^'ssible for an infantryman 
fhe introduction ofthe stirrup In the eight-century had made this development possible. For fighting, the knight stood in 
his stirrups rather than sat in the saddle, and his horse>adto be ready to stopLtantly, to ctergeasolid waHof^emy 
cavalry, or to stand still in the heat of battle with enemies swirling all r o u n d.-：； ' ' 〒 : ' : , , : ' ' ' / ' 〉 / 
The Norman knight depend^ for his effectiveness on his power as a mounted horseman, as an individual fighter who 
pi i ld deal with greater numbers or less well-armed opponents. The two elements crucial for this were his ability to wield 
heavy weapons on horseback, and the strength of his protective covering 
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Roman 
Equestrian statues were taken over and become a major type of public monument. As in antiquity, they celebrate 
military success. An example is the monument of Marcus Aurwiius, place by Michelangelo on the Capitoline Hill, Rome. 
Just asthe phalanx was the cornerstone ofthe Macedonian fighting machine, so the legion was the basis of the Roman 
丁hf 丨ogion’ however, was much more flexible than the phalanx, and was capable of formatting a number of 
different formations to meet different situations. The legion developed over the years as Rome went from republic to 
emj^ ire and ct^nged from a citizen army to a professional force. A particular strength was the integration of the best 
tact|j;al methods and weaponry of their opponents. The Romans were not merely borrowers, however and in the 
conduct of sieges, they frequently used one of the their own developments - testudo - tortoise formation, in which a 
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Medieval ' ' ' ' ' ' 
• • i i i s i w I i i s i i i f t l l i S ^ • ：. ；/.：：• ^fliftfillip-'i • ‘ .. j 
Civil War Cavalry , ‘ ； •“ ‘ ‘ ：‘ , ,, ‘ 
During the early stages of the English Civil War there were two broad schools of cavalry tactics. The Royalists favored ‘ 
jDharging at the gallop relying on shock power to overwhelm the enemy,:whi'le most Parliamentarian adopted what was , 
^own as the Dutch fashion which emphasized firepower. The Initial success of the Royalist cavalry convinced Oliver 
Cromwell that Parliamentarian tactics were unsuitable, and he ordered his Ironsiders to adopt the Royalist approach but' 
a 严 re ordered manner. Weltequlpped and armed； and well trained/the disciplined Ironsides were the elite of the 
Parliamentanan army and proved a match for the cavalry of Prince Rupert： ‘ 
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NOTATION 
Modern life is urban life 
Basil B l a c k w e l l , The Rise of Modem S o c i e t y 
The most consistent reality of architectural thought in the last 20 years is it astonishing degree of unreality. 
E l i a s Z e n g h e l i s , The Aesthetics of the Present 
A possibility emerges for Architecture to escape from its "cage" precisely because it is "absent" from itself, like the subconscious released to float in the air through the 
mortification of the body. 
Daniel L i b s k i n d , Note f o r a l e c t u r e 
Grand gesture, symbols, colors, and textures are the pure and simple scenic representation of architecture, but not the actual architecture itself 
Many architects do not realize that, just when they think they are really making architecture, they are in fact playing a game of chess with themselves. That is, they are 
inventing problems and then solving them brilliantly. ’ 
Architecture has to cope with its epistemological crisis without creating mental alibis. It must look the collapse of the unity of the discipline in the face. Indeed it has to accept 
the disappearance of architecture as a process that is well advanced, as a given from which to work. 
Andrea B r a n z i , Learning f o r m M i l a n 
The real initiator [creator] of architecture is the man who has the power and capital. Architect is an administrator or an executive for the man behind. 
Architecture is the setting where a sequence of displacements activate the imagination (like these incomplete sentences that offer a large number of conclusions...) 
Daniel L i b e s k i n d , Notes f o r a lecture 
二 『 r of being lobotomized by an age in which we are unable to activity take part in the events that overtake us, we become unable to involve ourselves mentally with the 
world; we cease to function as thinking beings; we lose our critical sense. We have fallen the style victims of this mindless consumption machine: fashion and taste a : 
systems of oppression that remove the capacity to think. In this setting a plate of poisonous fruit would disturb the order of things. 
Architecture has to act like the plate of poisonous fruit. 
E l i a s Z e n g h e l i s , The Aesthetics of the Present 
Rethink: 
Architecture is not omnipotent. 
broken down fashion, taste and style which are products from machine age economy of mass production, if there is nothing commonly accepted taste or fashion，where to 
come the mass production, factory, specialization, modernization, city,… ， 
Architectonic, adj. - pertaining to the systematization of knowledge 
Chambers E t y m o l o g i c a l E n g l i s h D i c t i o n a r y 
Pai^ ajioia is a delirium of interpretation. Each fact event, force observation is caught in one system of speculation and 'understood' be the afflicted individual in such a way 
= r f r ^ s / n d reinforces his hes.s - that is’ the initial delusion which is his point of departure. Just as in a magnetic field metal molecules align themsr/s to 
eAert a collective, cumulative pull, so, through unstoppable, systematic and in themselves strictly rational associations, the paranoiac turns the whole world into a magnetic 
field of facts, all pointing in the same direction. 
Paranoia is a shock of recognition that never ends. 
Rem K o o l h a a s , The P a r a n o i d - C r i t i c a l Method 
j^ s an adult, I have speculated what fun it would to live in an apartment with a terrace overlooking the annual running of the Queen's Plate... my visit to Happy Valley in Honq 
Kong where tens of thousands of high-rises have panoramic views of the almost daily races that take place there, and where jockeys and their horses routinely make their 
way to the course via local streets, re-convinced me that such an exotic urban place is not only possible but desirable. 
Paul Reuber, M e x i c o C i t y : H i p o d r o m o la Condesa 
；® the machine age, even in middle of the cities, Nature was everyone's trusted companion, partner of the butcher, baker, the blacksmith, carpenter Nowadays the 
^ f i f o n fOes not meet with Nature, even when he leaves the city to commune with her. Enclosed in his shiny automobile, his spirit stamped with the mark 
of the world whence the automobile emerged, he is, within Nature, a foreign body. A billboard is sufficient to stifle the voice of Nature. Nature becomes a scrape of Nature 
and man a scrap of man. The intended dialogue between man and Nature becomes a hysterical monotonous human monologue ’ 
Before one can create, one must first develop the ability to see, so that one can then respond. Seeing is a conscious act that implies being aware of something, discovering it 
and analyzing it. ‘ 
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Toca F e r n a n d e z . The work od Luis B a r r a g a n 
Don't ask me about this or that building, don't try to do what I do: see what I saw. 
Luis B a r r a g a n , The S p i r i t of Place 
二 Hong Kong would be as exciting a place as it is if everything was developed in an orderly manner. The history of civilization is the history of man's perpetual shaoina 
and reshaping of h.s environment. A sense .f quality must be enriched through the changes as that humanity is balancL against the ever- incSng Z e r S Z “ 
mechanised cosmos. 
Tao Ho, Hong Kong: A City P r o s p e r s Without A Plan 
Nostalgia is the poetic awareness of our personal past, and since the artist's 麵 past is the mainspring of his creative potential, the architect must listen and heed his 
nostalgic revelations. 
We have worked and hope to continue to work inspired by the faith that the aesthetic truth of those ideas will in some measure contribute toward dignifying human existence 
by promoting beauty in the service of graceful living. 
Luis B a r r a g a n , Los Club 
The only difference between humans and animals is that humans can count. 
Gertrude Stein, E v e r y b o d y ' s A u t o b i o g r a p h y 
Brecht says of Kafka's precision that it is the precision of an imprecise man, a dreamer. 
Walter B e n j a m i n , Conversation with Brecht 
H e g e l i a n d i a l e c t i c s : 
Thesis 1 -> Antithesis 1 -> Thesis 2 -> Antithesis 2 -> …-> Thesis N 
Wire Fences 
The overall height of a barbed wire fence wire fence is less important than the spacing of wires in such a way that livestock will seldom get their heads through. 
Elwood M. Juergenson, Handbook of Livestock Equipment 
However insipid these minor details may seem, I do not disdain stopping to explain them, in order to prove that all agricultural obstacles have been anticipated. 
Charles F o u r i e r , On the S p l e n d o r s of the Combines Order 
1 horse year = 4 human year 











1. Pare des Chevaux 
2. Los Clubs 
3. Stable and Polo Facilities 
4. Beas River Riding School 
Pare des Chevaux, Paris,日ia Zenghelis 
Pare des chevaux is the third riding park in Paris, its basic concept is the relationship of man and 
the beast reinstated into the city. 
To make a horse park, the barren post-industrial landscape of Porte de la Villette is in filled and 
artikally landscaped as a Steeplchase course (in itself an abstraction of nature with hills, ponds 
hedges, valleys). This landscape can be girded to provide Polo field, paddocks for lessons, etc The 
site does not have enough horizontal area for the services requirements of stables, seating, 
changing, etc., these are stacked vertically to create a transparent billboard displaying the activities 
and use. 
The development consist of a 500 meter long structure of 10 pylons stand between the racecourse 
landscape and the entry-and-parking pit, an excavation revealing the urban skeletons of the metro 
and underpass roads. The Exercise Yard is attached to the Racecourse Landscape, a Pit of two 
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2. Los CTubs, Suburbs of (Mexico, D.F., Luis B a m i g a n 
r•'力 
u p J 
[ I j i i n ： ^ 
X ； Executing the co瞧ission himself, Barragan established the overall planning for the area. The key elements of the 
i < development - the services access, Lovers Fountain, San Cristobal Stables and the Eqerstrom House 
j i In the creation of a garden, the architect make use of Nature. The beautiful of the garden, Nature reduced to human 
！ proportions and thus transformed into the most efficient haven against the aggressiveness of contemporary lift. 
Los Clubes 
)Enchant horse overs and make a landmark for Los Clubes. Horses canter across the exercise area, then cool their 
j { leg丄丨n the pool. When horse walk before the pink wall, it turns into a natural stage for them. The shadow of horses 
I \ and trees are projected on the wall under the blue sky and an occasional white cloud shows its face. All this 
reflected on water of the pool. 
-！ 
I San Cristobal Stable and Eqerstrom House 
tl I^® pink wall, which stands at a right angle to the red wall, from which water pours, was dedicated to the horse 
The proportion and scale of the opening, tall enough for a mounted horse to pass through, were design to be of the 
most attractive appearance possible for horses. When a horse walks before this pink wall, the scene is so beautiful 
that one wants to cast a spell to freeze time. 
1 1:S() a m 
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3. Stable and Polo Facilities, Oxfordshire, Architects Design Partnership 
^he i^ain component compose of 49 stables, supporting facilities include a tack room for each player, laundry, conference room and kitchen first-aid room workshoo 
changing rooms with showers. Four accommodations for polo manager, two players and a senior groom. Each flat contains an o ^ ' S ^ ^ n ^ r ^ t ^ k ^ h " ^ r and 
bedroom also provided. 
The site is designated an area of outstanding natural beauty. Planning consent was not easily achieved. It was undertaken detail studies of local farms and landscape 
material and design details. The end product becomes a harmonize buildings in the landscape. ’ 
Beas River Riding School 
Thetota丨area ofthe school occupies approximateto3.58 hectare. The f碰-彷肺fncft^dfetf 途 Offices 
Instructors’ room, Security control office, changing rooms, staff dormitory, two ouJcJoot paddocks and one indoor arena 
L t ! r 」 i r " f h S t ? e二冊 storey and the other two storeys, are grouped together to form a c-shape enclose the indoor arena. The paddocks are located around the 
school area. The stables are designed to have two roll of stalls and at the end of the corridors are the stores and washing area, tack r o o m f e r F a r a ^ y t ：曰；^！^丨^  
are the staff dormitory and office. 
Daily Routine of a stable in Hong Kong 
0700 Check horses for signs of health 
Feed the horses 
Mucking out of stable 
0900 Adding of hay 
1000 Prepare horse lesson 
Riding execise 
1100 Skipping out 
Sweeping of yard 
The second feed 
Cleaning tack 
1400 Checking horses 
Prepare horses for lesson 
Riding execise 
1530 Skipping out 
Grooming 
The third feed 
Cleaning of tack 
2000 Late feed 
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• Schedule of accommodation 
-Spatial relationship diagram 
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Spatial relation Diagram 
The layout of the riding school will consist of 3 different groups of spaces, the Sport, the Human and the Horse. They have different functions and all have their importance to 
the school. 
The Sport space consists of paddocks, equipment stores, workshop that covers the largest area of the school. It also closely related to both Human and Horse spaces. 
The Human space is the office, changing room, instruction room, museum and the clubhouse. It is the major human activity area besides riding. All the rooms are arranged 
around a common area both for the reason of convenient and security. 
The Horse space is the living space for horse. It consists of stable, stores, workshops, etc. It should be closely related to the Sport area since the horse will walk to and from 
the paddocks. 
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2. Besides Happy Valley Racing Course 
-highly developed area to the east of the race course 
-many cemetry on the wast side 
-moral value to justify if removing the tombs 
-less facilities inside Happy Valley race course 
-highway besides to Abredeen tunnel 
-valley site, wet and humid 
• access not easy, only by car and bus 
Options: 
1. Besides Shatin Racing Course 
-congested with existing facilities 
-easily access to existing facilities in shatin race course 
• a un-used camping site on the mountain 
-able to trip to mountain 
• able to trip along river band 
• besides highway & trainway 
• easy access by car, bus and train 
• existing parking facilities 
Qhot r> U 1 :l - -i..」..•t 一 iL - ： — Shatin is picked to have a the racecourse area. Furthermore Fo Tan 
IS undergoing a redevelopment process that it will transform into a residential area. Although the Penfold Park is opened to the public, only very limited public. ’ 
j image of Fo Tan now is both an industrial area and a racing area. Besides Shing Mun River are the racing facilities and the Hong Kong Sports Institute Only race goers 
tr nPs=onS=eSP= 。 T ？ 二 ？ 丁，" which is not easily access and not welcoming to most of the public. The only physical connec^n t = F T 
I T I I J bridge connected to the Jubilee Garden. For people going to Penfold park, they also use the same footbridge connected from Jubilee Garden to the 
carpark, and pass through the racetrack by a tunnel. The park is opened from the morning and close before sunset. The closing time varies by different s 二 n s ^ ^ e 
travel by car could also park their cars inside the carpark besides the grandstand and walk through also the tunnel to the Penfold Park. 





-Urban and Nature Co-existance 
The site should located in the edge of urban area and rural area. 
-Linkage to Urban Tissue 
The site should be easily accessible to the public, i.e. having public transportation system. 
-Share facilities 
The site should close to or have means to access to existing facilities. 
-See and be Seen 
The site should be seen by public in different situations. 
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'Area l is now a garden and carparking area. It is close tolhe Hor^^Kong 
j^hare the faci ities and program with the Institute. However, it is not easy to access and far away from 
the stable and ot^er horse facilities inside the racecourse , 
纖 
愈 ? % 、 、 , 广 > f f r ^ ^ VV、 '"J 
、: — — — _ , 
^ e a 2 is the carpark and bus stop area for the racecourse! f — 
Stebon and already has one footbridge connected to the Jubilee Garden. It is an mid-point for public to 
acc^s^to the Penfold Park. People must going to the carpark area，passing through a tunnel to the 
Penfoid Park. 
，very racing day. thousands of people using this bus stop area, either walk to the ^ Tan district or 
the bus services. 
一..,. “ ‘ ‘ ,, 
y e a 3 fe a traffic space, it c o n s i i ~ o f v " i r 7 & m — p i c ^ d — ^ r a l ^ r c — t h e 
highways and also has an access to the racecourse restricted area. Therefore, the pedestrian access to 
伯IS area is nearly impossible. However, this area is closed to the stable facilities and the Club House ‘ 
Building of the racecourse. / , 
_ 
_ 
- — — _ _ — . . . . . . . . . ’'‘—,‘：乡A 
Area 4 is now the Shatin sewage treatment plant. It is an Important facility to t h 7 d i s t i i i l i ^ d h ^ S 
rftmnwinn nmrv^oal iir\ fn thio mnmnnf t u _ _ t . . _ u > i » . ' . 
‘ ^ 1 ".v^  w.icu", ocvvayc uecmiitsm picuii. II IS an i ponani raciiity to tne district a 
removing proposal up to this moment Therefore not further consideration is carried out" 
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Area 2 is selected for the [ 
The traffic to the Shatin racecourse during the 
y 口 —^ 以u w .cuccu . i-vciy lauiiy udy, iiierB nave inousanas or people using the bus stops 
carparking facilities. Careful consideration for alternative arrangement must be carries out. Besides racing days, only a few cars park inside the carport space. 
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SITE AND CONSTRAINTS 
This area is the carpark and bus stop area for the racecourse. It is the closest location to the Fo Tan Train Station and already has one footbridge connected to the Jubilee 
Garden. It is an mid-point for public to access to the Penfold Park. People must going to the carpark area, passing through a tunnel to the Penfold Park. 
Ev*ery racing day, thousands of people using this bus stop area, either walk to the Fo Tan district or use the bus services 
实J/ 
L 
( 。 口 , ， 冷 T h e Site : ,, “ ‘ / , , 
二 [ ' 二 e s ^ t ^ i h e t o urban and natural landscape, visual^ and physically and the relation to the 
、fii i i l / f / f f M j r / / / - ' th二^^ ？』!^  S c 二 e 丨产？。the Shatin racecourse during the construction period must be considered. Every racing day, 
丁ai Po road is running besides the site.lit is the main vehicle access to the site 
欲 、 〈 屬 Urban/natural 
、 i f Y ？ ® . is located in between the [urtan] fabric on the north-west side and [natural] environment on the south-east site 
,一,丄 becomes an intermediate bring people from city, joining with horses, going to the niture. 
」、^： 丨如丨丨y ；>iup dnu carparK 
The usage of the site is a bus stop and carpark. In most of the time，it is under use and only occupy in racing days. 
Bicycle lane 
A bicycle lane is ^ r j ： 丨 o n e of the most popular riding path, in weekends and holidays’ many people using this 
Panfold park 
A . 
5/24/90 1：：04 PM 
Alternation to the existing bicycle riding trail on the besides rr 
细 extension of 5 fTT0iersJo the existing bicycle riding trail to, 
horse trail. In between the trails, trees and plants to create sh 
greenery. 
广 „ r 二 z 二 At the end Of the trail is the fishing village at the bottom of the 
existing unused playground to be alternate Into a pavilion and 
for both horses and rlders. They both take a rest before and a 
mountain riding. 
trail 
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HORSE TRAIL 
Horse Trail 
For many countries, a multi-use trail serves as a close to home recreational area accomodate a range of users including equestrians walkers bicycles ioaaers 
，a l s o preserves open space for people toenjoy the nature en ' i rLen t . In Hong K o n X a fm y 
established hiking trail that groups of people are enjoying the natural landscape. A new riding trail is proposed for some experience riders to move out from riding school It 
designed parallel to existing bicycle trail along the river band of Shing Mun River. In there different riders can enjoy and share the ride. 
Proposed Trail 
A horse trail was proposed in this project after the studies of the Fo Tan area. Several alternation to the existing environment to be made to accommodate the 
horses and riders. requriement of 
5/22/00 2:54 PM 
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FOLDING OF THE PATH 
Design of the riding school, the horse trail is selected to have a study. By walking through the rise and fall of the trail and the alternation of the nodes, a simplified path 
created. By folding of this imaginary path, a model was made and leading to an analysis of the sections. 
was 
Portion a Portion b Portion Portion d 
j n 
Form this point a series of section was drawn through the model. Minor adjustment and manipulation was to define the gridlines. Plans was also created in this stage. 
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bodge conaect to Fo Tan 
I 
,the building 2-force 1 
the two large waits inclined J 
creating an instable situation, t',, 
these represent two extreme ； 
forces: natural(n) and urban(u)| 
material and movement 籍 
In-between the walls react and, 
counter balance the two "二 
extreme. 心' 
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MODEL CONSTRUCTION 
Physical model iComputer model 
l[view form north side] 
iComputer model 
丨[view from south side] 
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STRUCTURE CONCEPT 
COMPRESSION 
A system of tension member used to transfer Two major columns in section resist all the 
loading of the floor to the two loading taking loading of the floor plains and from the 
column. These cables connected to the tension cable, 
ground and forces counterbalance each 
other. 
<5 m CS> , 
SECONDARY STRUCTURE INTERNAL SPACE 
A system of secondary column structure Advantage of the structure system 
used to transfer loading of the bottom part of internal column space wass create, 
the building. internal paddock. 
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